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400th Retail Outlet Inaugurated
The inauguration of the 400th retail outlet 

of Gas & Oil Pakistan Limited (GO) was 
held in Lahore on Wednesday, January 16, 
2019 at Chung. Mr. Christopher Paul Bake 
- Director, Vitol, was the Chief Guest and  
graced the occasion with his presence. Mr. 
Mike Muller - Chief Business Development 

Officer, Vitol, Mr. Khalid Riaz - Chairman & 
CEO, GO, Mr. Shehzad Mubeen and Mr. 
Bilal A. Ansari, Directors, GO also attended 
the function.

An impressive and traditional welcome 
ceremony was followed by ribbon cutting, 
plaque unveiling and a tree planting 

ceremony. Mr. Haroon Asghar, Advisor to 
CEO, along with other dignitaries, took the 
Chief Guest on a round of the retail outlet.

Mr. Zeeshan Tayyeb, Chief Operating 
Officer, GO, welcomed the distinguished 
guests and spoke about GO’s vision and 
future plans. Mr. Bake also addressed the 
gathering and congratulated the company 
on achieving this milestone. He assured 
the management of Vitol’s continuing 
commitment to GO and Pakistan.

The event concluded with presentation 
of mementos and gift hampers followed 
by lunch. The ceremony was given wide 
coverage by the electronic and print media.
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GO  and Siemens have come together for 
SAP S/4HANA Implementation which 

will cover the entire gamut of processes. 
Siemens will extend its services to GO for 
implementation as well as ongoing support 
and maintenance of the SAP ERP software.

To celebrate the commencement of the 

project, a signing ceremony was held on 
Thursday, January 17, 2019, at the GO 
Corporate Office in Lahore. The ceremony 
was attended on behalf of  GO by Bilal 
A. Ansari, Director / Board Member, Mr. 
Zeeshan Tayyeb, Chief Operating Officer, 

Mr. Afsar Aamer Ali Khan, Head of 
Finance, Mr. Zain Jaffery, DGM - Finance 
and Company Secretary, Mr. Muhammad 
Aslam, DGM - System Field Support and 
Training Operations, Mr. Zahid Nazeer, 
DGM - Banking & Cash Management and 
Mr. Shakeel Ahmed, Senior Manager – IT. 

From Siemens, it was attended by Mr. 
Naukhez Arslan, Head of SAP, Ms. Sara 
Rahman, Manager - Sales and Mr. Abdus 
Samad, Manager - Projects.

Mr. Arslan and Mr. Tayyeb signed the 
agreement on behalf of their respective 
companies. While investing in transforming 
its IT infrastructure, GO will make its 
business processes much more simplified, 
improve decision-making procedures and 
pave the way for future innovations.

SAP Signing 
Ceremony

Safety Training at 
Sahiwal Depot
Two sessions of Basic Life Support and Fire Safety Courses were 

conducted for the Sahiwal Depot staff by Rescue 1122 Team at 
the Depot Site in October 2018. In order to recognize the services 
of the Rescue 1122 Team which conducted the courses, a simple 
ceremony was held at the Depot on February 13, 2019. 

Letters of Appreciation and Recognition Plaques were given to 
members of the Rescue 1122 Team. Mr. Muhammad Nasrullah, 
Community Training Incharge of Punjab Emergency Services, 
Sahiwal Division led the Training Team. He received a plaque from 

the GM - Operations. Other team members received plaques from 
the Head of Operations and DGM - External Affairs & Security. 

A safety session was conducted at Sahiwal 
Depot on the subject of ‘Team Work’ and 

‘Clear Communications’ for the benefit of all 
employees. The team members were briefed 
on the importance of both topics.
Team Work

Team effort increases your output through 

quick feedback and multiple sets of skills 
that come into play to support the work. 
The stages of designing, planning and 
implementation are addressed much more 
efficiently when a team is functioning well.
 Clear Communication

It is easier to communicate your 

passion and how you feel, to your team 
via open meetings. On such a forum, 
they not only hear what you are saying 
but they will also see and feel it. This 
approach still remains one of the best in 
achieving effective communication with 
the team.

Effective 
Communications 
and Teamwork
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Lucky Draw for Umrah

It is a dream of every Muslim to visit the holy cities of Makkah, Madina 
and perform Umrah. GO management is pleased to announce that a 

Lucky Draw was held at the GO Lahore office for all employees.

The management congratulates the lucky winners and wishes 
them a blessed journey.

The Draw was conducted in the presence of Mr. Bilal A. Ansari 
– Director, Mr. Zeeshan Tayyeb – Chief Operating Officer and Mr. 
Mudassar Shafique, GM – HR & A and Corporate Coordination, along 
with GMs and HoDs.

The following 10 lucky winners were chosen. They will receive return 
tickets for Umrah, including all boarding and lodging expenses.

Comings and Goings 
at GO
 New Appointments

Sr.No Name Designation

 1 Hamaad Ali Nawaz Manager - Corporate Finance

 2 Noman Manzoor Manager - COCO Sites

 3 Waleed Shafique Assistant Manager -       
   Internal Audit

 4 Fahad Hussain Assistant Manager -                   
   Sales & Marketing 

 5 Muhammad Ali Arshad Assistant Manager - Installation

 6 Adnan Ali Sher Officer - Operations

 7 Tehsin ul Haq Officer - Quality Control

 8 Ahmed Bilal Officer - Back Office Support

 9 Umar Farooq MTO - Sales & Marketing 
   Management

 10 Syed Hussain Ahmed MTO - Sales & Marketing 
   Management

Leaving the Company

Sr.No Name Designation

 1 Mujahid Hussain Sr. Manager - Logistics   
   Coordination

 2 Taimur Zeb Assistant Manager -                  
   Sales & Marketing

 3 Ali Zahid Officer - Network Standard &  
   Training
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 Sr. No Name Designation 

 1 Noman Manzoor COCO – Sites Manager

 2 Omair Dilawer Executive – Engineer

 3 Muhammad Usman Ghani Executive – Accounts

 4 Haris Mushtaq Officer–Sales & 
   Marketing

 5 Muhammad Awais Officer – Site Supervisor

 6 Tasleem Gul Supervisor – Vigilance

 7 Syed Mubasher Ali Supervisor

 8 Ghulam Rasool Generator Operator 

 9 Nazir Ahmed Driver  

 10 Muhammad Afzaal Office Boy 



Senior Management Visits Mahmoodkot Terminal

GO Directors and the Senior Management visited 
the Mahmoodkot Terminal on  February 19, 2019. 

Mr. Muhammad Hanif Sultan, DGM Operations gave 
a brief presentation to the visiting team about salient 
features and capabilities of the terminal.  The visitors 
were taken on a tour of the terminal during which the 
visiting team saw the facilities and asked questions 
which were answered by DGM - Operations and the 
Terminal Manager.  

A dinner was held in the evening at which dealers, 
major customers, representatives of other OMCs 
and PARCO Staff were invited. The event provided 
an excellent opportunity to showcase the terminal to 
industry members and customers.

GO is attracting Employees of Choice. It is in touch with renowned 
universities and has strong contacts with faculty and students. 

The Human Resource department represented GO at the Career Fair 
2019 organized by the Lahore University of Management Sciences 

(LUMS) on February 2, 2019. 
GO also participated in a Career Fair organized by the National 

University of Computer & Emerging Sciences (NUCES / FAST) on 
February 20, 2019. 

Career Fairs
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GO represents renowned lubricants 
brand Mirr Oils in Pakistan. This brand 

comprises the whole lubricants portfolio i.e. 
automotive, industrial, specialty products 
and greases.

GO markets Mirr Oils full range of 
automotive and Industrials lubricants and 
greases.

Mirr Oils products combine superior 
quality, competitive prices and outstanding 
after sales service. 

The lubricants and greases are made of 
high quality virgin base stocks that match 
with all superior quality additives and are 
backed by complete German knowhow. 

The Mirr Oils range of lubricants includes 
synthetic and semi-synthetic lubricants of 
different grades and viscosities that work 
effectively in a wide range of temperatures and 
conditions with extended drain intervals. 

GO is marketing Mirr Oils to increase its 
product range and provide customers with 
a diversified portfolio of lubricants. The 
current consignment of lubricants includes 
industrial lubricants, notably hydraulic oils. 
These are supreme performance anti-
wear oils engineered for wide temperature 
applications.

With the introduction of these industrial 
grade lubricants, GO will become a major 
player in the industrial sector in addition to 
catering to the automotive sector.

GO has also introduced automotive oils in 
SKUs that are in demand in the market.

GO’s current range of Automotive 
Lubricants (PCMOs, DEOs and MCOs) 
include the following;
•	 Alma	Ultra	Fully	Synthetic	SN	SAE	5W-30
•	 Alma	Super	SL	SAE	10W-40	&	20W-50
•	 Alma	SF	SAE	20W-50
•	 T-Cross	SL	SAE	20W-40	&	20W-50
•	 Turbo	 Supreme	 CJ-4	 SAE	 5W-40,	 10W-

40 & 15W-40
•	 Turbo	Plus	API	CI-4	SAE	15W-40	
•	 X	DEO	API	CF-4	SAE	20W-50

•	 DEO	ECO	CD	SAE	50
PCMOs (Passenger Car Motor Oils)

The product offers premium performance. 
It is multi-grade motor oil formulated from 
selected highest quality synthetic Group 
II and III base fluids and matching additive 
technology for use in passenger cars and 
light trucks in the petrol and diesel engine 
oils category.
Benefits
•	 Maximum	Engine	Life
•	 Maximum	power	and	performance
•	 Minimum	maintenance	costs
•	 Low	oil	consumption
Applications

Suitable for naturally aspirated, 
turbocharged and supercharged petrol and 
diesel engines in passenger cars, SUVs and 
light duty trucks.
MCOs (Motorcycle Oils)

T-Cross 4T is the latest technology 
premium lubricant recommended for four-
stroke motorcycle engines meeting API 
SF, JASO MA2/MA requirements. T-Cross 
is designed to absorb frequent start-stop 
stress on oils in day-to-day city use.
Benefits
•	 Retains	 full	 power	 by	 ensuring	 optimum	

sealing of piston rings
•	 Reduces	noise	and	vibrations
•	 Extends	drain	 intervals	by	using	premium	

anti-oxidant additives
•	 Prolongs	 engine	 life	 by	 using	 premium	

VI improvers that enhance anti-wear 
properties

•	 Prevents	 clutch	 slippage	 and	 increases	
gear durability by using premium grade 
base oil 

•	 Low	engine	deposits
Applications

For the latest generation four-stroke air 
and liquid-cooled motorcycle engines

Four-stroke scooters
Motorcycles with and without immersed 

clutches

High-performance Japanese motorcycles
DEOs (Diesel Engine Oils)

Mirr DEOs belong to a new generation of 
long-drain diesel oils. They are formulated 
from highly-refined Group II and Group III 
Base Oils and a high performance additive 
package that meets the latest stringent 
low-emission diesel engine requirements. 
They are designed to provide robust engine 
performance in high load and multi-condition 
driving environments and are capable of 
handling variable fuel quality. They contain 
additional TBN reserves to cope with the 
severity of fuel in certain countries and deliver 
excellent protection against corrosion and 
soot.  They meet the latest stringent low-
emission diesel engine requirements. 
Benefits
•	 Reduce	maintenance	cost
•	 Prolong	engine	life
•	 Preserve	full	power	and	performance
•	 Excellent	Maintenance
Applications
•	 Suitable	 for	 naturally	 aspirated,	 turbo-

charged and four-stroke diesel powered 
engines

•	 Suitable	for	both	congested	start-stop	and	
freeway driving conditions

•	 Heavy	 duty	 on-highway	 high	 load	 trucks	
and buses, and off-highway mining, 
construction and agricultural equipment

•	 Formulated	to	operate	in	extreme	weather	
conditions

•	 Mixed	 fleets	 of	 diesel	 engines	 –	 turbo	
charged

•	 Heavy	 duty	 on-highway	 high	 load	 trucks	
and buses, and off-highway mining, 
construction, generators and agricultural 
equipment

With the introduction of lubricants to its 
portfolio, GO plans to cater to all categories 
of customers, including automotive, high-
street and industrial by meeting the national 
demand through products of international 
standards.

Lubricants

GO Lubricants Range
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“There’s nothing wrong with staying small. You can do big 
things with a small team.” 

– Jason Fried
“There are two types of people who will tell you that you 
cannot make a difference in this world: those who are 

afraid to try and those who are afraid you will succeed.” 
– Ray Goforth

“Nothing works better than just improving your product.” 
– Joel Spolsky

“It’s not that we need new ideas, but we need to stop 
having old ideas.” 

– Edwin Land
“Entrepreneur is someone who has a vision for something 

and a want to create.” 
– David Karp

 “Opportunities don’t happen. You create them.” 
– Chris Grosser

“The true entrepreneur is a doer, not a dreamer.” 
– Nolan Bushnell

“The most dangerous poison is the feeling of achievement. 
The antidote is to every evening think what can be done 

better tomorrow.” 
– Ingvar Kamprad

“There is only one boss. The customer.” 
– Sam Walton

 “In the business world, everyone is paid in two coins: 
cash and experience. Take the experience first; the cash 

will come later.” 
– Harold S. Geneen

Gems of Wisdom

A company worker used an instant hand sanitizer in the 
bathroom. When he went outside for a cigarette break, it was 

windy so he held up his hand to block the wind as he was lighting 
a cigarette. His hand burst into flames as he had not fully rubbed 
in the sanitizer.

Commonly used instant hand sanitizers kill 99.99% of common 
germs that may cause illness in as little as 15 seconds. They 
contain moisturizers and vitamin E and leave the hands feeling 
refreshed without stickiness or residue. For this reason, their use 
has become very common in our daily lives.

However, there is a warning sign displayed on the bottle, which 
says, “For external use only. Flammable. Keep away from fire or 
flame.”

We all ignore this warning and use the product indiscriminately. 
It is strongly recommended to make sure that we wash our hands 
before lighting a cigarette or putting the hand near a flame after 
using the hand sanitizer.

One of the biggest challenges being faced by Pakistan is 
deforestation and adverse environmental effects for future 

generations. Identifying this issue as a major social concern, GO is 
staying true to its CSR policy and has decided to complement the 
Green Pakistan Project launched by the Pakistan Government by 
establishing a bulk saplings nursery at Renala Khurd. This nursery 
has been established on 6 acres of land and will participate in the 
National Tree Plantation Drive. The nursery has the capacity to 
prepare and maintain 50,000 saplings per year in the proportion of 
50% shady trees, 30% fruit trees and 20% floral saplings.

CSR

GO Complements 
Green Pakistan Project

Beware of lighting a 
cigarette or bringing your 
hand close to a flame after 
using a hand sanitizer
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S/4HANA
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